
 
 

Sandos Hotels and Resorts Sends A Message To The World About 
Climate Change  

 
September 27, 2019. - Sandos and Marconfort hotel chains in Mexico and Spain join the battle 
against climate change! With the rising threat of global warming becoming more relevant in 
everyday life, Sandos Hotels and Resorts took its stand with people from across the globe as 
part of the global Climate Strike Movement!  
 

 
 
Guests and Staff at the Sandos and Marconfort hotels in Mexico and Spain took to the beach in 
an effort to raise awareness against climate change. Equipped with signs and a will to make a 
difference, guests and staff marched the beach, sending a message to the world that if a 
change is to be made, it needs to be now and it has to be done together.  
 
The time for change is now, and as a message relayed by Sandos Hotels and Resorts, for the 
world to truly make a difference, people from all across the world need to unite in an effort to 
make a stand against this global issue.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
For ways to learn more about how to help, visit https://globalclimatestrike.net/ and join the battle 
against global warming!  
 
 
About the Global Climate Strike Movement  
Young people have woken up much of the world with their powerful Fridays for Future school strikes for the climate. 
With the Climate Strike starting off as young people in search of a more healthy and prosperous future, the world has 
been taken by storm and now has gained the support of millions of people worldwide, demanding that politicians 
everywhere make a change, relaying the message that this campaign will not stop until a change is made and it will 
continue growing stronger every day!  
 
About Sandos Hotels & Resorts  
Sandos Hotels & Resorts is a young brand that has become a hotel industry leader, striving to offer memorable stays 
to every one of its guests. Today, the company has a total of nine all-inclusive properties set among the best beach 
destinations in Spain and Mexico with hotels for families and adults alike in search of an unbeatable vacation 
getaway.  
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